Cryptoasset Value Momentum Quantification and Time-Series
Prediction Utilizing Recent News Sentiment Analysis
Problem

Abstract

Domain

Machine learning model was created to
utilize pre-generated sentiment analysis on
recent news relating to cryptocurrencies
over different time intervals and assetspecific metrics including trade volume and
momentum history to predict momentum
of asset value in the immediate future. Data
for sentiment analysis was obtained from
IBM’s hosted dataset from scrapers, after
sentiment processing using IBM Watson.
Remainder of data used was obtained
trivially from time-series history of asset
metrics. Specifically, Bitcoin and Ethereum
momentum was predicted using various
recurrent architectures including Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and Grated
Recurrent Units (GRU).

Cryptoassets:
• Value driven Web 3.0
• New technology
• Current markets are volatile
RSI:
• Momentum indicator
• Identify overbought/oversold
• Can be used to understand
current trading of asset
Motivation:
• News/value correlation
• Further understand the actors
in complex market
• Seeking alpha signals in
market

Inputs:
1. RSI Series
2. Sentiment Series
3. Trade Volume

GRU

Trade volume time series

Sentiment time series

1. Limited correlation as prediction distance grows
As the prediction distance grew past 12 hours, the model exhibited little
skill. Under 8 hours provided accurate predictions.
2. Less capable for smaller cryptoassets
Even the second-most
popular asset, Ethereum, did
not provide enough
sentiment data through
IBM’s platform to generate
similar models.
3. Additional indicators provided valuable features

Sentiment from IBM internal
data constructed from
scraping; Watson sentiment
analysis of news during
discrete time periods to
create time series.

Prior to the addition of trade volume, the model performed consistently
worse. The addition provides extra learning opportunity even in the
absence of prediction.

Output:
Continuous RSI prediction. Model will predict
the same kind of signal as RSI input. The model
uses sentiment and trade volume as leading
indicators.

Model
Three time-series à Continuous prediction

Results

Excellent performance (RMSE
<.05) on 24-hour EWMA RSI,
predicting next hour

50-Hours
200-Hours

• Model loses validity after ~12 hours.
• Additional metrics should be
• In small timelines (<4 hours) model
implemented to analyze skill at longer
performs well.
prediction ranges.
• Model consistently does better with
• Exhibited skill in sub-eight hour
longer backpropagation. Best achieved
predictions for all RSI cases.
at 200 hour truncation.

3. GRU and LSTM Performed Similarly
Throughout testing, GRU and LSTM’s were used rather interchangeably.
Overall performance and capabilities were similar, with LSTM’s taking
longer to train as expected.

Future Work

Varying backprop truncation
24-Hours

48-Hours
12-Hours

LSTM

4-Hours

• Recurrent Neural Network for time
series ingestion/prediction
• Continuous output (linear layer)
• Currently relies on IBM Watson
sentiment analysis
• Architectures:
- Vary cascaded units
- Backpropagation truncation point
- LSTM/GRU cells
- Hidden units for intermediate layers
- Overfitting/scaling tuning

Exponentially
weighted moving
average 24-hourly RSI
signal (normalized)

Varying prediction distance

Model

Conclusions

Relative Strength Index (RSI) Series
Exponential weighted
moving average and
simple moving
average RSI signals,
14-day

Bitcoin/USD
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Model Improvement:
• Include error bounding in predictions
• Attempt other RNN architectures
Model Implementation:
• Deploy online scrapers to create own dataset for
training
• Develop own sentiment analysis model
• Deploy online network to train/predict in real
time

Each model nearly exactly
fitted the training data
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